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Literature Review: How does this 
paper stand out?

u This paper investigates the directional flow of capital in the ESG 
universe.

u It differs from the existing literature through its usage of “green 
patents”

u The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD) categorises green patents as those related to 
environmental technologies under the following categories:
u environmental management, 
u water related adaptation technologies, 
u biodiversity protection and ecosystem health, 
u climate change mitigation technologies related to energy generation, 
u waste-water treatment or waste management



Empirical Analysis 

u Data
u Patent Citation Database/Patent Assignment Database
u Environmental Score data from Sustainalytics ESG ratings database
u Patents granted in the US to publicly traded firms from 1980 to 2017

u Key Methods
u Classification of each patent 
u Identification of “green” patents
u Measurement of company engagement in environmental issues

u Preparedness
u Disclosure
u Performance



Empirical Results:

u Top Green Patenting 
Firms

uGreen Patenting at 
Industry Level



Which 
Environmental 
Score firms are 
Green 
Patenting?



Who gets rewarded 
for Green 
Patenting?



Quality of their 
Green 
Innovation:



Fund Flow Analysis: 



u Results Summary:

“We find consistent and robust markers that the quantity and 
quality of green patenting is higher for energy firms. 
In contradiction, these firms are precisely those to which capital is 
often restricted by mandates and campaigns whose directive is to 
solve the important problems linked to green innovation. 
Our analysis thus suggests there is a, perhaps surprisingly, negative 
relationship between the generators of innovation that can help us 
confront environmental challenges and where capital is being 
directed.”



My Plan 
ESG INVESTING, INNOVATION AND WATER 
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT



ESG Investing Motivation

Values-based
u Focus on risk-adjusted returns

Belief-based
u Investor preferences leading to a 

relatively higher valuation of 
Environmental, Social and 
Governance principles





Linking the paper to my dissertation

u Using green patents as the same measure for Innovation, but filtered 
down to specifically include only water related technologies.

u The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 
categorises green patents as those related to environmental 
technologies under the following categories:

u environmental management, 

u water related adaptation technologies, 

u biodiversity protection and ecosystem health, 

u climate change mitigation technologies related to energy generation, 

u waste-water treatment or waste management



Possible structure of the Dissertation
u Introduction

u What are the different motivations behind ESG Investing?

u What is Innovation? How can we measure it? à see above paper

u Literature Review – Exploring the motivation driving water-based ESG 
Investment 
u Is the current strategy long-term or short-term? What are the implications?



u Background:
u Why is a long-run strategic approach so important?

u Data

u Method: 
u Is there a measurable disconnect between ESG investment and water management 

innovation?

u Constructing a strategy:
u How effective are the innovators?

u Metrics such as Return on Innovation Investment and R&D spending/New-product sales 
could be useful

u How scalable are the innovations?


